
Summary and Actions arising from Bloco Fogo Committee meeting – September 12
th

 2011. 
  
  
1.Finance report – Cash in Bank accounts, Money due / outstanding expenses 
 

Finance summary: 
Geoff presented a summary of the current state of affairs and with additional corporate and 
other gigs, final projection for end of 2011 is estimated at 5-6k profit 
 
Approx  
£30k gigs 
9.5k subs  
35k total expenses 
Other gigs pencilled in are not taken into account this includes gigs for Mercedes and 
MKDons 
 
Dan has not submitted a claim for assistant mestre role for 2011:  
ACTION Dan to submit ASAP 
 
For the record here is Geoff’s report 

 
Current Status 
It includes all expenses to 9th September except for; Petrol expenses in August, Mestre fees 
for Dan for 2011 (Yes, I do mean that he hasn't claimed anything yet for the entire year!). 
Together they would probably amount to around £2.5K. 
 
It includes all income for the year except for 2 unpaid gigs, namely Crawley Mela (13/7 fee not 
known as I haven't received a copy of the invoice) and Streatham High St (6/8/11 for £600). 
Both of these are overdue for payment. 
With reference to the overall 2011 budget agreed at the AGM and subsequently revised in 
June and other items on the agenda, the budgets for Costume and Special Effects are 
exhausted.  
The Instrument budget still has £1.5K available so there is money to buy Bells and shorten 
the Mid Surdos (I assume this is cheaper than trading these in and buying new ones). 
  
Projection for end 2011 
As far as expenses are concerned in addition to the above, in other areas spending seems 
under control. There is still £650 available for Bloco Vano for 4Q11, and we can still get a 
good few picnics in. The coach for Thames will use up the remaining Travel budget and petrol 
expenses may double by end of 2011 in light of our experience in 2010 when we spent as 
much in the last 4 months as the previous 8.  Though this could still be less than the £7K 
budgeted. 



With regard to income, though I've not yet been advised of the actual fees being charged for 
several of the remaining gigs, using a conservative estimate, total gig income should be in 
line with our January forecast of £26.5K (same as 2010). Subs income should be about £9.5K 
as per the June budget revision. 
So, in conclusion, the current level of profit may look surprisingly high but I expect it to fall 
progressively until the end of 2011 probably ending up (conservatively) between £1K- £2K, 
but at least in the black (not £1K-£2K in the red as forecast). This has arisen not because we 
are earning any more than we have done in previous years, but that we have exercised a 
tighter control of our spending. 
  
If you have any questions you would like me to consider before Monday's meeting please let 
me know and I will try to get answers for you either beforehand or on the night. 
  

 
2. Plans for next year – Olympics and gig bookings – eg Romney and Coburg and role of Jaz, 
Sal and Dan 
  

Olympics/ Gig Bookings 
For now we have decided to keep options open for usual bookings, with gigs like New 
Romney being informed of our position. Alex will mail new Romney explaining the situation, 
deeming that honesty here was the best policy. 
 (There was a general assumption that potentially future Crawley and Gravesend bands could 
field these events, as long as they were supported by an experienced mestre). If we secure 
any Olympic bookings then we allocate to MS and TW BF. If not then we would support the 
Gravesend and Crawley crew.  
 
Coburg 
It seems to be the view of most of the band members that they would like to attend Coburg 
samba festival in 2012 and so Roy will move ahead with an application and present the 
committee with a proposal from the Coburg sub-committee at a subsequent committee 
meeting.  So for now we wish to hold open the weekend for Coburg  
Methods for means testing applications for attendance at Coburg, with a possibility that more 
frequent players/ those with a higher band involvement, have fees reduced were mentioned, 
but not discussed. All aspects of Coburg will be passed over to the sub-committee for 
discussion and added to the proposal. 
ACTION: Coburg Sub-committee to meet and submit proposal to the committee  
  
Olympic dates 
The following dates were noted (plus added to after the meeting) 
Torch procession through the region – all these are evening events/ celebrations 

 Brighton 16th July  

 Hastings 17th July 

 Dover  18th July 

 Maidstone 19
th
 July (Belinda is in touch with a key organiser) 

 

 Olympics July 27 – Aug 12  

 Paralympics 29 Aug – Sep 9 
Note: (no contact or preliminary feelers have been made/ received for the main event) 

 
People 
Dan: likely to take a two to four weeks (or more) break out of rehearsals on the occasion of 
becoming a father) 
 
It was agreed that Jaz and Sal, can continue in the band on a free basis, with the future 
option of gigging and mestreing 
 
Trainee mestre Succession planning was discussed, with the possibility the Sal and Jaz’s 
attendance may be lower in the future following commencement of University. Cheryl Blake 
was suggested and it was decided that ACTION: Kim would approach Cheryl in the first 
instance to see if she was interested in the position.  



 
Dan graciously offered stepping aside in some form to accommodate a new assistant mestre 
role 

 
3. Costume – Coats – What do we do with them? 
 

We have received many complaints from members about the poor state of the new coats, and 
many have reverted back to the old coats as they are in a better condition. Jan has made 
some initial enquires about sourcing a costume maker in the UK. But it was requested that the 
costume committee investigate further and come back with options. 
ACTION: Jan to discuss further with the costume sub-committee and present a proposal/ 
proposals to the full committee for consideration. 
As this will very likely be a large amount of money we will go back to the band with our 
recommendations and ask them how they would like us to spend the money. 
A change in costume design is not out of the question, but would obviously need to be 
discussed further. This was sparked but the multitude of costume designs on show at the 
Thames festival. 
 
Alex remarked about the lack of rigour over costume enforcement in Nijmegan, stressing the 
role of committee members in enforcing our policy.  
The decision on the 1

st
 day of Nijmegan to not wear coats was take by a quorum of the 

committee due to the high temperatures and was backed by all. 
 
 4. Constitution. 
 
Consider the clause that says people cannot get paid,  
Perhaps alter to: members may receive enhanced expenses in the case of some Commercial gigs. 
This keeps us a community band but gives ‘wriggle room’ 
  
Background: 
The original reason for the clause was to make it difficult for the committee to run off with the money, 
or for us to start charging large sums for administering the band. 
We never expected to be doing big pro gigs. 
In the case of Jordan, some of our members, who are self employed, would have missed 6 days 
work, and the band would have pocketed almost £4000. 
The odd Commercial gig is fine – they are fun and don’t actually pay enough for much ‘enhanced 
expenses’, but Jordan would have paid them £360. 
How do we want to play this in the future? 
  

After much discussion of various options and in order to keep future exceptional Corporate BF 
bookings being played as a BF branded band rather than lose the gig, it was proposed that 
we make no change to the constitution, which prevents members of BF receiving financial 
benefits. Instead, where BF cannot field a band, it will go through “Under 1 sun” and “Under 1 
sun” would pay players enhanced expenses as well as seeking additional honorary BF 
members from outside of the BF membership to make up numbers. 
 
Under this model  

 Brand, image and music would be that of BF 

 BF would be the “12
th
 man” and would receive a payment of 10% of the fee. 

 Music played would be that of BF 

 Costume worn would be that of BF 

 Flyers handed out would be that of BF 

 Drums would be those of BF 

 A Review would take place in December 2011 prior to the AGM 
 
This proposal was agreed by a vote of 5 in favour and 3 abstentions  

 
5. Corporate band issues 
There was a discussion around member concern about the behind the scenes nature of the corporate 
band and it was agreed that Committee members would brief the membership at rehearsal sessions 



on the make-up of the corporate members, its selection and how you can possibly advance your skills 
to become a member. The importance to the band finances was also was also discussed as an 
important point to covey to the membership. 
 

ACTION: Leonie to brief the TW session 
ACTION: No volunteer at present to brief the MS session (anyone wish to claim this?) 

 
Alex spoke about possible Corporate expansion through introduction of costumed roles ( 
Dancers/ flag bearers for specific events) : No current action on this though. 

 
6. Music / brand / image use and ownership.  
Who owns rights to use our music and image? This is 
in light of the Jordan gig and also possible future breakaway groups and the unlikely breakup of 
various parties. We touched on this before but never bottomed out on a resolution. 
 

Alex stated that the music  played by BF was created and arranged and owned by him but 
that he would freely allow BF to continue playing the music if the event of a break up, 
acrimonious or otherwise. 

 
Kim stated that he owns the trademark to BF 
 
ACTION: Dan to pass over all keys to web sites to Dave for safety and to ensure more than 
one band member had access. 

  
7. Bands at Gravesend and Crawley. 
The proposed Awards for All bid application was circulated for review to the committee 
Kim and Geoff have signed the accounts to say that they are a fair reflection of our financial status, 
and we do not need a full audit. This means that we are ready for grant submission. 
 
Included in the application was a cost of £1k to be funded by BF, this is an honorary amount and will 
not be taken from the Band funds, but has been included to demonstrate the commitment of BF to the 
programme. 
The committee agreed to submit the grant application, and a final decision on whether to progress 
with the creation of a Gravesend and Crawley BF band would be made on the event of a successful 
bid and a review and evaluation of a full proposal from Alex and Matt. This proposal would cover how 
those bands would function and draw upon existing BF resources. Concerns were raised over the 
need for a paid administrator, for example, and the need to channel funds through the existing BF 
finance team. 
ACTION: Kim to complete and submit bid 
ACTION: Alex / Matt to create a proposal for how the new bands would function 
 
 
Unfortunately we ran out of time in the meeting to cover all items, so we need to identify a subsequent 
date in the not too distant future. 
ACTION: Kim to identify date and book Camden Centre 
 
 



Suggested agenda items for next meeting  
 

1. Recruitment drives: tackling dwindling numbers – can we now afford workshops?  
Do we need them in light of Crawley and Gravesend.  How do we sustain local group 
membership numbers. Do we need to redefine/ re-task the teaching Sub-committee? 

 

2. Instruments: Our Bells keep splitting – do we buy new one – from where, and 1, 2 or 5 bell 

 
3. Do we want shorter Surdos for parading, what are the costs for the alteration and repainting?  

 
4. Mestre choice for gigs and if it makes sense to break away from the "pecking" order we have 

now. 
 

5. More in depth discussions on Gravesend and Crawley, 

 BF member involvement / gigs and rehearsal 

 Mestre and Assistance mestre roles 

 Finance support 

 Costume support for initial gigs 

 Further rounds of drum painting 

 Committee expansion / restructuring 

 Inclusion in Coburg / Thames / Nijmegan - impact 

 Discussion around this should help pave the way for a proposal submission. 
 

6. New item suggestion: Nijmegan debrief – Following an excellent job by Belinda for this 
weekend and a fantastic feedback from all concerned, should we add this to our calendar for 
2012. We need to discuss future funding along with other possible festivals. 

 


